WHO REALLY BENEFITS:

WHY LARGE TAX CUTS DON’T BENEFIT
WORKING FAMILIES & COMMUNITIES

COSTLY INCOME
& FRANCHISE TAX
CUTS MAINLY BENEFIT
CORPORATIONS
& THE WEALTHY

Large tax reductions proposed at a time when Mississippi already is cutting important
public investments due to a lack of revenue would erode the state’s ability to create jobs
and have a competitive economy.
Over the past two years major tax cut proposals have been proposed that would cut
and flatten the state’s income tax and cut corporate taxes, including the state’s corporate
franchise tax. The proposed cuts would reduce general fund collections and limit revenue
to fund schools, support public safety, protect public health and invest in the state’s road
and bridge system.
These tax cut proposals have come at an especially inopportune time because Mississippi’s
state finances are already under severe pressure. The state made mid-year budget cuts in
January because revenues were coming in below projections. In addition, discussions are
taking place about increasing gasoline or sales taxes to support badly needed maintenance
for the state’s roads and bridges – raising the possibility that one tax would go up while
others go down, for a potential net loss to the state, and a tax shift from corporations and
wealthy Mississippians to Mississippi’s working families.

FRANCHISE AND INCOME
TAX CUTS: WHO STANDS
TO BENEFIT?

Two major components of many recent tax cut packages are the elimination of the state’s
corporate franchise tax and elimination of the state’s income tax on taxable income below
$5,000 or $10,000. Combined, these provisions could cost up to $565 million of the plan’s
overall cost.
Corporate Franchise Tax Elimination
For the past five years, franchise tax collections have averaged about $233 million annually,
bringing in $261 million in 2015. The franchise tax is a significant source of revenue. Over the
last five years it has made up 44% of Mississippi’s corporate tax collections.

FRANCHISE TAX=
LARGE PORTION
OF CORPORATE
TAX REVENUE

Source: Hope Policy Institute
Analysis of Data from the Mississippi
Department of Revenue Annual Reports

Most corporations in Mississippi pay very little in corporate taxes to the state. Corporate
taxes make up less than $1 of every $10 collected in general fund tax revenue. Three out
of every four corporations in the state pay less than $150 annually in corporate income
tax and more than half of corporations (more than 34,000) pay zero. For many corporate
taxpayers, the franchise tax is the only corporate tax they have to pay. More than half of
corporations who pay the franchise tax (61%) pay no corporate income tax.
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Hope Policy Institute serves as the policy division of
HOPE (Hope Enterprise Corporation and Hope Credit
Union). Through independent analysis grounded in
the experiences of HOPE’s programs and its members,
the Policy Institute influences policies that affect the
allocation of resources and facilitates an environment
to ensure that all people prosper. The Institute’s areas
of emphasis include:
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HOPE’s intentional and translational policy approach to
advocacy recognizes that while each loan and every
account supported by HOPE is important, the effects
are small relative to the needs of the region. Only by
influencing public policies and the practices of private
institutions is lasting, scalable impact achieved.
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